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Background
The sheer size of people living under energy poverty relates to the countless stories of human
suffering globally. For example three billion people in the world today rely on traditional
biomass and coal for cooking. For the poorest and most vulnerable people in developing
countries, fuel costs represent a significant portion of their household budget. In Kenya, up
to a third of household income is spent on energy. Although this seems addressed on most
of urban and well-resourced regions of the country, recent statistics infer that it has not
been easy for a majority of the population to access clean energy sources affordably. So they
have resorted to utilising the available biomass sources and kerosene — used by the largest
majority of residents in urban and rural areas.
Practical action, an international development agency working with poor communities has
been at the forefront in offering innovative, sustainable and practical technologies that
improve lives. Among its other goals it aims at ensuring that there is Universal Access to
Energy, a goal whose premise lies on the fact that 'access to modern energy services is a
fundamental prerequisite for poverty reduction and sustainable development."
There are many documented accounts of people whose lives under energy poverty have
remained dire — those who consistently worry about where their energy for cooking and
lighting will come from. Yet energy access is the greatest priority in the global development
agenda. UN Secretary General Ban Ki Moon said, "...It is a foundation of all the Millennium
Development Goals.... Furthermore, energy poverty directly affects the viability of forests,
soils and rangelands. In short, it is an obstacle to the MDGs."
As long as hundreds of millions of people remain deprived of this basic service, the MDGs
will remain out of reach.
The picture in not all bleak nonetheless, as there are those, like Practical Action, who have
taken on this poverty challenge with innovation on deliberate intervention meant to address
energy poverty. The picture can only be redrawn by collaborative efforts meant to accelerate
the development and uptake and scale of quality and quantity of energy services however
small, and avail these to the poor and vulnerable in society.
The following is one of the innovative ways through which Practical Action working in Eastern
Africa is directing energy access in the region. This is through scaling up the production and
use of carbonised briquettes, aimed at increasing access to sustainable, affordable and clean
cooking energy services. The stories here are those of success and the associated challenges
beyond just the intervention that affect up take or simply, access.

BRIQUETTES
Briquettes are a proven technology that provides low-cost fuel for households and
institutions. A briquette is a block of composed coal dust, charcoal dust, sawdust, wood
chips or any other biomass waste. It is derived from a salvage of composite household
solid waste to provide an alternative for energy. It can be used in both stoves and broilers
providing an affordable technology that is a safe and cleaner energy source.

THE STORIES
Briquette production has created a livelihood source for many a retrenched worker living
in rural areas; people living with HIV and AIDS; the illiterate — demonstrating that it is not
a complicated technology; housewives; and many other people whose testimonies would
overwhelm the production of this publication. These were stories narrated and translated in
verbatim so as not to lose the gist and savour.
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Ricky, Practical Action's PR Ambassodor visits different projects globally in: luding
briquette entrepreneurs in Nakuru in 2013.

My road to financial freedom
RETRENCHED WORKER NOW TRADES IN BRIQUETTES
Aurelia (In picture was retrenched from the Postal Corporation of Kenya, a government of Kenya parastatal,
in 2006. She moved to her farm in Mogoon area, Nakuru, and turned to farming and cattle keeping. A widow
with three children, Aurelia faced major challenges in meeting the family obligations. She narrates her road to
financial freedom.
"I had joined a merry-go-round women's group in
contribute to my financial stability."
our area of Kapkures. Through our chairlady, we
"My educational background came in handy. It
received an invitation in
helped in communicating and understanding
January, 2012, from
the briquetting technology, the various business
Mission in Action, an
components and later on in book keeping. The
Australian-based
group does not have any partners or financial
organisation,
assistance of any kind and neither did they have a
to attend a
start-up business plan.
technology
"However, Practical Action continues to visit
demonstration. It occasionally to provide advice and follow up on
was there that I
their progress. The group members has injected
met a Mr Waweru about KES1000 each into the business. Initially,
demonstrating
they would spend a long time in production but now
briquetting
it only takes about an hour. The business has not
technology using a
quite picked up but the group remains motivated
motorised machine.
to maintain production. The group networks with
As a group we were
other briquette entrepreneurs to keep pace with
thrilled by what we saw that
new developments in briquette manufacture and
day. To our pleasant surprise, the Mission in Action
business models.
group bought for our group the machine worth
"My family situation has not changed much but
KES 85,000! That was my first encounter with the
we now use briquettes at home, cutting down
technology.
on the cost of domestic fuel. The savings are in
"Armed with the money making machine in
turn channeled towards other needs. It is rather
our hands, we decided to go into briquetting as
disappointing that we lost seven of our group
a business. The machine was stationed in my
members and that we are not selling as much as
home since I had electricity connected. Wiring
we had envisaged. We also have a challenge of
to accommodate the power supply presented a
sourcing for good charcoal dust. Customers used to
financial challenge. Most of us were barely making
complain that our briquettes had too much ash and
ends meet. After much struggle, three of us
low heat. Marketing is also an issue but we are sure
managed to put together enough money to cover
that once we improve on quality this will be sorted
the costs."
as it is easier promoting quality briquettes. Most
"Not long after, I received a call from Rose Kerubo,
of our customers are neighbours and some poultry
a local briquette producer, inviting me to a training
keepers in the vicinity.
session on briquetting offered by Practical Action.
"Despite all difficulties and hurdles, we have
This was an answer to prayer as I needed further
been able to remain firm by avoiding negative and
knowledge on production. Rose had been given my
discouraging people who try to bring us down.
contacts by Mr Waweru. The three-day training was
Associating with positive and like-minded people
of great benefit to me. I shared the knowledge with
who have been on this road has been very helpful.
group members but only two members took it up
We know we'll make it. A little more effort is
and are continuing with me to date."
required of us. I am willing to go it alone and be
"It was from the training that I learnt about
an example that this business can bear fruit for my
marketing, pricing, product promotion, etc. The
family's sake.
training inspired me to focus on briquetting as
To upcoming briquette entrepreneurs and the
a source of income. I also saved some money
unemployed, Aurelia advises: "There are many
from buying charcoal, kerosene and firewood as I
opportunities out here. Take advantage of them.
used briquettes for cooking at home. I was keen
Attend the trainings being offered and get
to produce quality briquettes because itswould
working."

From a desperate life to being a mentor
FINANCIAL FREEDOM DESPITE LACK OF EDUCATION
Faced with many challenges in her rural home, Susan Asiko (in picture) found a home in the Kibera, a slum in
Nairobi. In addition, Susan is HIV positive. Nairobi became a bigger nightmare than her rural home, where she
had burnt her bridges when she moved to Nairobi. Her family often slept hungry. She could not pay rent or send
her children to school. There was nowhere to go to. She needed help immediately otherwise she felt suicidal.
Susan shares her story.
"In May 2012 my neighbour, Solomon Okoth, visited and told me that he was in the liquetting
to use them and on the advantages of briquettes
over charcoal and kerosene stoves, being cheaper
and that they burn longer. Practical Action also
taught me book-keeping skills, which s essential in
starting up and maintaining a business.
"Since my meeting with Solomon and Practical
Action's training, I did not get eAternal help, I did
my own accounting and managed my own business.
My triumphant moment was in August bec use I
managed to pay fees for my daughter, who cleared
her secondary education in 201 and managed to
clear my rent arrears. My family now eats regularly.
"The challenge that I constantly faced when I
ventured into this business was the impression
people had about briquetting. They regarded it a
`dirty' business because of the raw materials used.
After educating them, they appreciated it and most
of them now prefer using briquettes t.) charcoal.
My customers return to tell me how they are happy
about using briquettes especiallit since it ones not
business. He advised me join it. He also informed
produce smoke and also for the fact teat ii provides
me that Practical Action was arranging both a
heat for their houses during cold days."
business and technological training for those
Solomon mentored Susan and today, she has grown
interested in the technology and invited me to
her business such that she now requires extra
attend the sessions as he thought that they would
hands to help her with the production. Susan would
be helpful to me. I felt that my inadequacies would
like to mentor other women so that they can also
refuse me the chance of being accepted at the
experience some financial freedom. She dreams of
training as I was a primary-school-drop-out. My
the day she will own a machine hat can increase
parents could not afford the fees. I remember how
her production, which means selling more. Susan
my groundnut business back home crumbled when
is in a better position to manag her business with
my customers got to know my HIV status.
the business mentoring from Practical Action.
"But I was accepted at the training. We were
"I have learnt to be independent and relate well with
taught how to make briquettes. I had previously
my customers and that for a business to grow, one
made briquettes using char-dust and soil but now
needs to be patient. God has been my strength and I
Practical Action taught me how to do it using
have been patient with the growth of my business."
sawdust. After the training, I dedicated my time in
the production and selling of briquettes.
"My starting capital was KES200. I did not have
a business plan but I had a rough idea and strong
passion for what I wanted to do. Initially, I spent
a lot of time in the business but as it continued
to stabilise, I found myself spending less time
on it. It took three weeks from the conception of
my business and an extra week for me to reach a
positive cash flow.
"To market my product in the informal settlement, I
gave free samples, educating the residents on how

Patience has enabled my business
CASUAL WORKER NOW OWNS A BUSINESS

S

usan Wanjiru Remo used to be a domestic casual worker who washed clothes, houses and tilled gardens for
a living Ruiru. Life was a struggle and she found it difficult to make ends meet. Amid her dire situation Susan
had a little idea on making briquettes although she used soil. This is her story, demonstrating the intricacies of
setting up a self-running business.
Susan understood basic book-keeping but sales and
marketing was a new approach. It was important
for attracting and retaining customers. "It was
stressful starting this business because I had to
spend most of my time marketing my products.
I found it difficult to convince people in my area
about briquettes. Later, I decided to give people
free samples so that they would practically see how
they worked."
"While I had no partners, I decided to go solo to
make my own money and be more dedicated in my
business. I did not even have a business plan but I
found myself in briquetting because of my interest
in the business and my financial challenges. My
initial interest was triggered by the fact that I
did not need so much capital to start, I was also
attracted to briquetting because it conserves tree
and supports cleaning of the environment.
Before starting her briquetting business, Wanjiru
had a lot of waste material in her shamba and did
not know how to dispose of it. After the training,
she realised that the agricultural waste
could be recycled and used to produce
briquettes. She also learnt how to
" We
make briquettes without soil.
"I had a starting capital of
KES500. My business took
two months to reach a
positive cash flow. I spent
the first month making
briquettes that would be
used as free samples to
my potential customers.
In the second month, I got
positive feedback from them
as they repeatedly bought
briquettes from me. I spent
a lot of time marketing my
products to people. After some
months, I was using shorter time in
the business as it had become stable and
many people decided to stick to briquettes. The
biggest challenge in the first month of business was
how to convince people to use briquettes because
most people in Ruiru preferred charcoal and fuel
wood for cooking. After distributing the samples,

they discovered that briquettes saved energy and
were more affordable."
"The training facilitated by Practical Action
equipped me with skills for making quality
briquettes. This increased the number of clients
I had because they found out that my briquettes
were better than those made from soil. Practical
Action also introduced me to a mentor, who
frequently checked on the progress of my
businesses.
Her family had previously experienced
insurmountable challenges but things were
turning around. Continued rains presented a major
challenge to her business. It led to low production
and reduced sales. She feels comfortable as an
entrepreneur because she can monitor the progress
of her business by keeping orderly records.
"My monthly income lies between KES10,000
- KES15,000 and this may increase when I
have a lot of orders. Patience, perseverance and
willingness to educate people about briquettes
has enabled my business grow. The good
relationship I have with my customers
has also ensured that I retain them.
My customers have been helpful in
spreading word to others about
briquettes and referring those
interested in my products to
me."

had
very many
challenges before we
realised that we could
make a difference in our
lives through producing
good quality briquettes.
Thank you Practical
Action."

Strong amid difficulties
INVESTING IN MODERN TECHNOLOGY TO INCREASE PRODUCTION
ost of the community members who operate energy-relate i enterprises in urban
slums are women. However, like all other informal businesses, they do not have
a regular source of income. Bernadette Kasendi (inset), th 3 chairperson of Kwa
Reuben Energy Enterprise Group shared with us their story.
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"We were
unemployed before
we came together.
Ruffin Wandera,
the only man in our
group, decided to
work with us because
411
.
:lit
he thought that women
were good planners and
business managers.
"I was introduced to the briquette
technology and business training by Isaiah Maobe,
a briquettes entrepreneur and mentor in the
briquettes project implemented by Practical Action.
Isaiah has also been mentoring us on briquettes
technology."
"A training organised by Practical Action brought
together women in Mukuru Kwa Reuben slum
who were involved in making briquettes. We made
briquettes using char-dust and soil.
"The training provided aided us in knowing how to
make briquettes with the right ingredients and also
mixing these ingredients in the correct ratios. Most
of us have a varied educational background. Some
dropped-out at primary school while a few attended
secondary schools. However our educational
experiences have had no role in how we run our
business.
"We were also taught book keeping and business
management at the training and this has
contributed to the growth of our business. We
all learnt how to use waste material to make
briquettes for sale, contributing to appropriate
waste management in our neighbourhoods while
producing energy in the end. We all realised
that briquettes help in conserving and cleaning
the environment. We also learnt the correct raw
materials to use.
"After the training we decided to team up our
individual businesses so that we could produce
large quantities of briquettes for sale, targeting
schools, hotels and households as our major
customers. We decided to come as a group because
it was hard for us to raise capital individually.
"The competition was stiff from other briquette
sellers but this reduced since the training as they
were selling briquettes made from soil, which
produced fumes and were of low quality. Ever

since people noticed the differ 3nce in our quality
briquettes, customers have inc eased.
"It took us a few weeks to start up the business.
We started with approximately KES700 to buy all
the raw materials required, bu were immediately
surprised that many people ca ne to buy -'rom us.
"Like everyone else we had ju t given free samples
to clients as a method for mar eting. We had oneon-one talks with people, educ 3ting them on how to
use briquettes and their benefit ts.
"Initially, we experienced lots of difficulty
since the women members de ended on their
husbands who did not also ha a stable jcbs or
were unemployed. We are now IIt able to buy food in
our houses, pay fees for our ch ildren. Some of us
have started out other business.es as. a re ;Lilt of the
proceeds from the briquettes b usiness.
"Our triumphant moment was mmediately after
the training, when we made a I of of sales. Our
worst moment however, was d ring the rainy season
in July 2012 when we did not make any ;ales as
expected because our briquettE;s could not. dry up.
"Currently the income gained f rom the business is
split among all members of the group. This seems
to meet the needs of most of t le members. Each
member earns about KES2,50 J every month as
extra income. Our business is cdoing well and we
hope our sales will continue to increase make.
"Although we might still face challenges during
rainy weather for which are not in contro, we feel
more empowered because we ire able to manage
our business without any exteriial assistance.
"We plan to expand our business in future by
acquiring loan that will enable us buy a machine.
We realise that having an elect rical machine will
increase our production and w II also give us an
opportunity to supply institutic ns with br quettes.
"We have been able to be pati ant and treated all
our customers with a lot of cane; and this has made
us successful. Sometimes it c in be stressful being
an entrepreneur but we have IE ;arnt as a group that
this can change if we plan our work well and have
goals. We would advise aspirin g entrepreneurs to
have focus on what they wish t o do and also be
fully committed to it for their i deas to turn into
reality."
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I made the right decision
...30K IN ONE MONTH

A

s a journalist, Josephine Ngumba told stories of many Kenyans who transformed their lives and saved the
environment through briquetting. Little did she know that soon she would make one of the stories!
"I was thrilled by the fact that briquettes were made from waste materials and thought this
was the ideal way of cleaning our environment. I was also moved by the way briquettes
reduced incidence of cutting trees in the country for charcoal or fuel wood."
"My main motivation was conservation. I had written extensively on energy and visited
conservation groups in Dandora. I realised many poor Kenyans could not afford
conventional energy like electricity, gas, charcoal or wood.
"And so self-help briquetting groups inspired me. I did not have any sales and marketing
experience but the training by Practical Action came in handy. I surveyed Kasarani area,
where I lived, and realised few people who sold briquettes yet many people needed a
cheap source of energy.
"Marketing was important when starting up the business because it attracted more
customers and created awareness to people about briquettes. I did not have any partners
and decided to start the business alone because of the level of commitment that I
would put in it. I had no external help and fully depended on the training given to me by
Practical Action.
"I was trained on record keeping and the process of making quality briquettes from the
Practical Action training. It took several months from conception to the first day of my
business. However, I started making few sales right after the training but it took several
months to break even.
"My triumphant moment was in December 2012, when I made sales
worth KES30,000. My worst moment was between the months of
August to November when the business had not made any profit
and it took quite a long time for it to be stable."
"Practical Action has been of help to me because they provided
mentors to us. The mentors have been checking on our business
and technology developments. They have also been monitoring
the progress of our businesses. I spend the same amount of time
in the business now as before because I have to always be around
to ensure that my workers follow the right procedures for making
briquettes. I also spend time training my workers so that they are
aware of the correct portions for mixing the ingredients."
Josephine is now seeking more funds to expand her
business. She hopes to hire more workers and buy
a machine to carbonise her products. She says
the since her triumphant moment in December
2012, it is clear that her business has potential
to grow and bring in returns.
Her parting shot "I would advise those
interested in briquetting to be patient enough
when starting their businesses and would
advise them not to expect immediate returns
since it may take a long time before the
business are stable."

A house, children in school and water
...THANKS TO NEW BUSINESS
efore Patrick Karori Kimani ventured into briquette business, he could
not afford to pay her children's fees. He could not provide for his family.
His fruit farming business had collapsed affected by waste products and soil
degradation and had no house. Desperate, he visited his friend Michael in
Ruiru, and this seemed to be his turning point. He shares his story.
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"Michael
introduced
me to
briquetting
and how
to produce
them. In
addition he
introduce me
to Bernadette.
She advised me
to attend a training
organised by Practical
Action in 2012.
educational background did
not help in guiding me to become an entrepreneur,
because I dropped out of secondary school due
to financial constraints. Michael and Bernadette
encouraged me to hold on even when the new
business had not stabilised."
He says Practical Action, Michael, Isaiah Maobe
and Bernadette changed his life positively. Isaiah
Maobe, a successful briquette entrepreneur
for many years, mentored him on technology.
Bernadette also assisted him with the technological
skills while Michael advised him as a starter in the
business.
Patrick learnt marketing and good -customer
relations from the business training received from
Practical Action. He decided to get fully into
briquetting after realising only few people in Gachie
knew about them.
"My only competitors were charcoal sellers. I
decided to maximise that opportunity and I wanted
to ensure that I produced quality briquettes that
would satisfy my clients' needs," he says.
"I also realised that briquettes generated so much
money. My goal was to be financially independent
and stable."
Patrick did not have partners in the business,
and could not get financial aid from anyone. He
planned and kept books of accounts all by himself.
"Practical Action taught me on the importance of
book keeping as a way of monitoring the growth of
my business," he says.
"I did not have a start-up business plan of any
kind but was sure that I wanted to produce and

sell briquettes. My starting capital for the business
was less than KES500. It took around two months
from the conception of my business for it to reach a
positive cash flow."
"My triumphant moment was i December 2012,
when I sold a lot of briquettes and was able to
complete the construction of my house. I was
also able to dig a borehole to provide me water for
domestic use and for the production of lyiquettes.
My monthly earnings from briquettes in a month is
usually between KES10,000 to KES20,C 00 and
this sometimes goes up when I make more sales."
His worst moment was when starting the business
and had no customers. This is because people did
not know what briquettes were and most of them
preferred using charcoal. He says it took long for
people to embrace and use briquettes. He used to
educate them on the importance of briqLettes and
how to use them.
"I gave some of them free samples so that
they could try them out and give me feec back.
Surprisingly, most of these people came back to
buy more briquettes from me. I now have fifteen
main customers who buy briquettes in large
quantities (wholesale) from me."
Patrick says the biggest challenge he is currently
facing is the need for a machine to produce
more briquettes. "A machine will change my life
completely because I target institutions, hospitals,
supermarkets and hotels as my new clients. This
will increase my income and expanc my business
because my production will be increased."
He adds: "I did not feel discouraged when I
faced challenges; but I kept on being hopeful and
working extra hard to see my business grow."
"I am a happy with the turn of events in my life.
My life would have remained the same if I had
doubts about what I wanted to do," he says.
Patrick feels that Kenyans should consider using
briquettes to clean and conserve the environment.
Briquettes will also save the amount of money
Kenyans use in buying other energy products. He
advises those aspiring to be entrepreneurs to learn
how to make briquettes or get involved in any other
businesses with the little money they have. "A
business like briquetting does not necessarily need
so much capital for cne to start," he says.

1
Briquette producers testing briquetting production using an electric powered
machine in Nakuru
L_
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